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Public and private partnerships are
changing the biotech landscape
Collaboration turns feathers
into plastic
Partnering approach attracts
investment capital for Mesynthes
One frustrated student + one good
idea + R&D partnership = commercial
success in 11 languages
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INTRODUCTIon

Does our independent nature get
in the way of better innovation?
I recently read an article by Dr Loren
Stangl from Massey University on SMEs
in New Zealand.

“Here, being a small independent operator is part of our
culture. But I think New Zealand SMEs are starting to realise
that although you can come up with a good idea on your
own, you can’t commercialise it internationally on your own.
That’s the difference between invention and innovation.”

I found her point of view interesting as, being an expat
American who has worked in Asia, Europe and the
Americas, she could be considered to have an outsider’s
view of Kiwi culture.

I think that Dr Stangl hits the nail on the head. We need
more collaboration and networking across industries and
disciplines if we truly want to be successful innovators on
the world stage.

Dr Stangl views the SMEs in New Zealand as very
entrepreneurial and innovative, but notes that few
successfully spread their wings to international markets.

If you read the Sealegs article on page 19, Michael Fielding
states that the Kiwi go-it-alone approach would have
seriously hampered their product development and that
by working together with Callaghan Innovation they had a
chance to work with specialists across various technologies.

“We need to quit being a country of independent operators
if we are going to grow this economy,” she says. “To
make internationally-appealing innovations, you need to
collaborate with a range of different networks; you need
the cross-fertilisation of different industries and exposure to
diverse people, ideas and cultures.”
She goes on to say that no SME has the resources to do
it all themselves – they need to learn to collaborate. “New
businesses, especially, want to protect their IP. Fair enough.
But this independent nature can hold them back.

In fact, all of the success stories we feature in this edition of
Accelerate feature businesses that collaborated with other
partners and agencies that could offer them the skills and
expertise that helped them to get to their endpoint quicker
and more easily.
It can be daunting to find the right research partner, skill or
expertise that will best solve your business need. We have
over 500 science, engineering and technology companies,

laboratories, campuses, workshops, studios and factories,
and 50 major institutions including universities, Crown
research institutes, polytechnics and private sector
companies that operate within the innovation sector.
So where do you start? Callaghan Innovation has a key
coordination role in the innovation system and it is here
that we can add incredible value to businesses and their
constant R&D challenges and needs.
We see ourselves as providing a single front door to
the skills, advice, support and technical services that
businesses need. Businesses also have a critical role in
identifying opportunities for themselves and their sectors,
and investing in R&D to deliver on those opportunities
I believe we will be successful in helping businesses to step
up beyond their current capabilities and limitations and, in
doing so, grow their innovation capabilities and contribute to
a flourishing New Zealand economy.
I hope you enjoy this edition of Accelerate. As always, if you
have any feedback or an innovation story to share, I would
love to hear from you at info@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz.
Dr Mary Quin
Chief Executive, Callaghan Innovation
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“Here, being a small independent operator is part of our
culture. But I think New Zealand SMEs are starting to realise
that although you can come up with a good idea on your
own, you can’t commercialise it internationally on your own.
That’s the difference between invention and innovation.”
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Opportunities at
Taking New Callaghan
Zealand from the
Innovation
garden shed to the global stage.

We’re looking for the right people to build our capability and
accelerate New Zealand’s business innovation

Innovation – New Zealand is famous for it. Callaghan Innovation is fully focused on
converting our nation’s outstanding ideas into commercial success stories.

Group Manager National Technology Networks

Programme Manager

For us, this is more than a vision; it is a passion. We are driven by the opportunity to enhance and
accelerate the commercialisation of innovation by New Zealand businesses and entrepreneurial
thinkers. To achieve our aspirations, we need to add further expertise to our team. Quite simply, it’s
a great time to join us.

Wellington based

Wellington based

Group Manager Client Solutions

Policy & Reporting Manager

Auckland or Wellington based

Wellington based

Group Manager Technical Solutions

International Manager

Auckland or Wellington based

Auckland or Wellington based

With these pivotal roles in place, we’ll be on the way to the next stage of our evolution. It is an
exciting time for us, and we invite you to be part of it. Together, let’s build the engine room of
Callaghan Innovation and ramp up our efforts to put New Zealand innovators – and New Zealand
as a nation – on the global stage.
For further information and to apply go to www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz

MAKE MORE CONNECTIONS
We’re looking for the right people to build our capability and accelerate
New Zealand’s business innovation. Please share these opportunities
with your networks.
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The ABCs of
Angel Investing
Ever wondered what angel investing is all about,
if it could benefit your business and where to find
an angel investor? Suse Reynolds,
Executive Director of the
Angel Association of New
Zealand explains the ABCs
of angel investing.

1. What is angel investment and what is it not?
What is angel investment? It is investment in high-growth,
IP-rich start-up companies by wealthy individuals. It is commonly
understood that these individuals put anywhere from $15,00050,000 each into deals of between $250,000-1,000,000 across
a portfolio of at least ten such ventures.
What isn’t angel investment? You’ll often hear angels say, “I’m not
a bank”. They like to get involved. They invest for the buzz and
enjoyment of “giving back” as much as for the prospect of a 10-30x
return on their money.
2. Why use an angel investor?
“Show me the money”... angels can do that for you. But, unless
you know what you want to use that money for and how to use
that money most effectively, it can do more harm than good. Angel
investors ensure you make the most of the capital they provide. They
come with skills, networks, experience and passion. They want to
share all of these things and be involved in helping you succeed.
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3. When, and why, would you not use an angel investor?
Don’t use an angel investor if you don’t have global aspirations.
Don’t use an angel investor if you don’t want to share the journey.
And don’t use an angel investor if you don’t have plans for a “king
hit” liquidity event at some stage in the next five to ten years.
Angels invest their money to get it back at some point. They are
not interested in lifestyle or hobby businesses. They take the risk
of investing in your venture to share the rewards. Given the risk
inherent in start-up businesses, especially high-growth ones,
these need to be big rewards. Huge!
4. How do you find an angel investor?
Check out the Angel Association website! And network, network,
network... get out of the lab, the office, the garage... just get
out! And use every online opportunity to raise the profile of your
business and talk about your growth aspirations.
5. Before you approach an angel investor, what should you do
from your side? (Business plan, bank records, surety?)
Know how to sell your business. It’s quite different from selling
your product. So know how you are going to make money. Know
your market intimately, know your competitors intimately, know
exactly where the revenue is going to come from, and how you are
going to scale the revenue-making opportunity massively.
Once you know all this, be sure it’s all accessible and evidenced.

So have a clear business plan, tidy legals (employment and sales
agreements, a constitution and a shareholders’ agreement), tight
financials (tax records, accounting systems, cash flow forecasts)
and good governance.
6. What are the risks (if any) when dealing with angel
investors?
The key risk in dealing with angel investors is lack of alignment.
Do you share the same vision and how you’ll execute that vision?
Be sure you both know what you want out of the relationship.
And it is a relationship. Do your own due diligence on any potential
investor. What are they really like to work with?
7. How do you get the right mix of investment money and
useful management advice/input from an angel investor(s)?
See above! Also take the time to work through the term sheet
carefully before you close the deal. Be sure you both have
the same understanding of the key terms of the deal. This
is a discussion you will have with the lead investor, who will
represent other angels. Be sure you are asking for enough
money, particularly in early rounds. Check the views of others
investing, with regard to this aspect of your first round of raising
capital. Management advice and input is especially important
in series A and B rounds. Be sure you build the right base from
which to grow.
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Higher R&D spend pays
off for TIN100 stars
Annual TIN100 Report finds a 16.5% surge
in TIN100 ICT revenues in 2013 and a 10%
rise in R&D spend contribute to growth in
technology export sector.
New Zealand’s technology export sector is being buoyed by
double digit (16.5%) growth from a growing swarm of TIN100
ICT companies on both sides of the Tasman, plus a general
recovery in the US market and increased investment in R&D
and staffing.
Those are some of the key findings of the ninth annual
TIN100 Report, an analysis of the performance of the top
100 New Zealand-founded high-tech companies, which was
released on 24 October.
The TIN100 Report monitors the performance of New
Zealand’s 200 (TIN100 and TIN100+) largest technology
exporters in the areas of information and communication
technology (ICT), high-tech manufacturing and biotechnology.
In the 2012-2013 year, TIN100 companies increased their

combined revenue by 3.7% to $7.26 billion. TIN100 export
revenues increased by 3% to $5.3 billion, while the next 100
companies (TIN100+) ranked by revenue grew by 9% to
$640 million.
TIN100 Report publisher Greg Shanahan says that, in 2013,
growth was dominated by ICT companies, whose revenues
grew strongly on both sides of the Tasman, and from a
smaller base in the US. “The single biggest contributor to
TIN100 growth was the $122 million growth of IT services
and support companies. These companies contributed nearly
half of the total $260 million growth for TIN100 companies.”
Software development sectors, general software, healthcare,
the financial sector and digital media all grew in excess of
20%. In addition, the report shows that mobile solutions,
cloud computing and software as a service are creating new
growth and profit opportunities that are being readily adopted
by TIN100 companies.
Despite being adversely impacted by unfavourable NZ$/A$
movements and a slowing Australian economy, high-tech
manufacturing also enjoyed growth in North America as the
economy there showed signs of strengthening.

“The single biggest
contributor to TIN100
growth was the $122
million growth of IT
services and support
companies. These
companies contributed
nearly half of the total
$260 million growth
for TIN100 companies.”
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Successful companies are investing more
heavily in R&D and sales and marketing (up
by 10% and 5%, respectively, on 2012) and
focusing on attracting and retaining talent.
Importantly, the majority of the top 10
companies by revenue growth in both the
TIN100 and the TIN100+ had received, or
were receiving, business innovation support
via government R&D funding – indicating a
greater awareness of the value of innovating
through research and development.
“This report clearly highlights that New
Zealand is full of businesses with groundbreaking ideas which, with the right support,
have the potential to deliver global success,”
Callaghan Innovation Chief Executive Mary
Quin says.
“Many of them have been nurtured through
government R&D funding, research and
technical services or venture capital, or a
combination of those – all of which we are
actively working on to make it simpler for
businesses to access funding.”
The 2013 TIN100 Report is produced by
the Technology Investment Network, in
association with Callaghan Innovation. Other
sponsors include NZTE, EY, Vodafone, Aon
and Lumley.
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Sir William Gallagher (Director, WaikatoLink),
Sir James Wallace (Chairman, Wallace
Corporation), Duncan Mackintosh (CEO,
WaikatoLink), Dr Johan Verbeek (University of
Waikato researcher) and Professor Roy Crawford
(Vice-Chancellor, University of Waikato) with
Novatein bioplastic from Aduro Biopolymers.

Turning
feathers
into plastic

new biomaterials with global appeal
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Clever University of Waikato research,
combined with a sharp commercial
focus, has been the secret to success
for new biomaterials company Aduro
Biopolymers – thanks to the collaborative
efforts of KiwiNet, WaikatoLink and
Wallace Corporation.
Aduro Biopolymers was formed in 2013 to commercialise
the production of bio-derived polymers and advanced
materials using co-products and waste streams from the
primary industry sector.
Aduro Biopolymers has since secured rights for New
Zealand and Australia for the processing of poultry feathers
into plastics and is negotiating rights to molecularly
imprinted polymers for industrial waste remediation and
extraction of valuable materials from industrial processes.
The company’s biopolymer Novatein®, a cost-effective
and sustainable bioplastic that will be price competitive
with petrochemical plastic, has already attracted
international interest.
“Globally the plastics market is worth over a trillion dollars
and bioplastics currently represent 5-10%. The opportunity
for bioplastics alone is huge,” says Darren Harpur, CEO of
Aduro Biopolymers.
The company’s beginnings can be traced backed to
2007, when University of Waikato researcher Dr Johan
Verbeek began developing a novel material based on an

unconventional idea: turning bloodmeal into bioplastic.
The commercial potential was recognised by WaikatoLink,
the University’s commercial arm, and the Kiwi Innovation
Network (KiwiNet), a consortium of research organisations
working together to increase the scale and impact of
science-based innovation. Together they provided support
and investment, including KiwiNet PreSeed funding from
MBIE, throughout the commercialisation journey.
Wallace Corporation – by volume, New Zealand’s largest
single-site service rendering business – also saw the
potential of the innovation in 2008 and expressed their
interest. WaikatoLink kept them up to date with the
development of the technology and later the development
of the company.
Graham Shortland, CEO of Wallace Corporation says,
“Wallace Corporation’s investment in Aduro Biopolymers
enables us to participate in the development of exciting
emerging technologies that have applications that extend
outside the red meat industry locally and internationally.”
Harpur believes Wallace Corporation’s partnership and
investment in Aduro Biopolymers has been a significant
factor in the development of its technologies and the
international interest it is now receiving.
Bram Smith, General Manager of KiwiNet comments,
“Aduro Biopolymers is a great example of how, through
collaboration, KiwiNet can help bridge the gap between
research discovery and commercial application to help
create the next wave of Kiwi innovation success stories.”
For more on Aduro Biopolymers see
www.adurobiopolymers.com
For more on KiwiNet see www.kiwinet.org.nz

Aduro Biopolymers:
Lessons learned
1. Plan for change, and be ready
to adapt to market needs and
conditions.
2. Build trust by telling your partners
about the setbacks, as well as the
good news.
3. Know your market and the
expectations and views of key
influencers. Don’t assume.
4. Figure out your offering and your
place in the market. Test it.
5. Like good comedy, success is often
about timing.
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Money talks

(in over 11 languages)

Callaghan Innovation Chief Executive Dr Mary Quin (centre) and Richard Templer, General
Manager Research and Technical Services, with the innovative team at Language Perfect.
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Left–right: The new iPad application, engaging enough for even a 5-year-old!; Language Perfect CEO Craig Smith; Language Perfect founders Craig and Shane Smith

Richard Branson believes that the best
businesses are born out of frustration, that
moment when you go, “screw it, I can do
better”. This was certainly true for Craig Smith,
who began his multimillion dollar business
nine years ago, at the tender age of 15, as he
struggled to learn French and Japanese.

The programme is also gaining ground in international
markets, selling in Australia, England and America.

Craig had to learn more than 3000 words from a textbook
list of the two languages. He wanted to hear the words and
find a way to test himself, to see if he could recall their
meanings. His frustration led him to develop an online
vocabulary tool that would allow him to hear each word
pronounced by a native speaker.

Dynamic Grammar was developed to customise Language
Perfect for schools, allowing teachers to build in more
advanced content to suit the curriculum.

The programme worked. His foreign language skills
improved and he inadvertently created the first version of
Language Perfect – now used by seven out of 10 senior
high school language students in New Zealand.

“While I built the first version of the software at high school,
we only started commercially selling the product a few years
later,” says Craig who, together with his brother Shane, built
the Dunedin-based company from the ground up, with only
a few hundred dollars.
Callaghan Innovation has supported this growth through
R&D grants totalling $240,000 in 2012, which included
funding to develop an iPad application and the new
Dynamic Grammar programme.

Craig says that with these features they were able to more
than double their revenue in a year.
“This has played a massive part in our sales growth in
Australia.”
The Australian market now accounts for more than 75% of
the company’s revenue, with significant growth in the past
24 months.

“The iPad application, launched in March 2012, is also
hugely popular and iPads now account for 20-30% of the
Language Perfect usage,” Craig says.
The company is currently expanding Language Perfect to
cover the full secondary school curriculum with Education
Perfect, which is being supported by another Callaghan
Innovation grant of $650,000.
“The challenge is to build a framework that can deliver
questions for students in a wide variety of formats – for
example, images, dynamic graphs, video and interactivity
exercises – and better engage them,” Craig says.
“Our five-year goal is to have 2000 schools using Education
Perfect with all their students, which would mean around
two million students. This would also mean our revenue
would be substantially over $100 million a year.”
Craig says that speed is imperative in their market.
“The funding from Callaghan Innovation has enabled
us to move faster and more effectively to secure a
key market position with both Language Perfect and
Education Perfect.”
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Mesynthes poised
for growth
Having perfected a foundation for human
soft tissue repairs, award-winning
Wellington technology firm Mesynthes is
now ramping up its proprietary biomaterial,
Endoform, to the next growth stage.
Endoform’s base material is a highly purified tissue isolate
from sheep stomachs, with many of the structural biological
components retained, but stripped of constituents that
would cause the human immune system to reject it. This
means it is a perfect, naturally-embedding scaffold to aid
tissue repair.
Using a partnering approach, which is typical of
pharmaceutical companies, Mesynthes has attracted
investment capital from international life science
companies, in return for development and licensing deals
as part of a go-to-market arrangement. Considerable money
has also been raised from New Zealand’s major venture
capital funds.
“This approach has meant that our pathway to selling into
the market is sorted, as our partners already have those
channels in place,” says Chief Executive Brian Ward.

“It does mean our share of the value for our products is
reduced, but then we haven’t needed to put up the capital
to establish sales and marketing. Also, some of the markets
we’d have to sell into are very fragmented, and it takes a large
sales force with a lot of resources to cover them. Logistically,
it would not be straightforward for us to manage it.”
Although it has taken a partnering approach to initial
product development, Mesynthes is not locked into this
model in the future and will increasingly have the potential
to develop and commercialise products in its own right,
which is part of its ongoing strategy.
The company now has 30 employees – having grown from
eight a year ago – and a three to five-year development
pipeline. Part of its range of skilled expertise includes
a process engineer recently seconded from Callaghan
Innovation.
“We have a platform to create a range of products for soft
tissue repair and reinforcement. We consider ourselves
to be a medical device company; we have a foundation
material that you can build many things from,” says Ward.
This includes devices to repair abdominal walls, hernias,
cardiovascular tissue, and even tendons – virtually
any soft tissue which requires structural repair. Ward
says Mesynthes has carried out substantial research

Mesynthes Chief Executive Brian Ward

and produced numerous peer-reviewed papers on the
characterisation and performance of Endoform. It is now
intent on scaling up the commercial manufacture of a
product that it knows works well.
The need for new premises is part of the reason for the
company’s upcoming shift to Mangere in Auckland.
A cleanroom facility is being created in a 1500m2
warehouse space, which also includes expanded office and
laboratory areas.
The City of Sails is also home to many of the company’s
service and supply providers, such as those in sterilisation
and lab-related areas. Ward expects it to be generally easier
in Auckland to find the right people to aid Mesynthes’
growth.
The pathway to growth hasn’t all been plain sailing,
however. Among lessons learned, says Ward, is that
“grenades frequently come over the wall: the unexpected
you don’t plan for and you just have to dig in and work
around these situations”.
“The transition between starting up and generating revenue
has taken a long time. This is partly due to the regulatory
and quality aspects of developing and manufacturing
medical devices and, while not unexpected, it’s certainly
required patience from everyone involved in the company.”
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Biotech success through public
and private partnerships
Nelson-based biotech company Supreme
Biotechnologies recently announced
that it received additional private
investment of $500,000 in the company’s
Astaxanthin facility.
“Government funding from Callaghan Innovation helped
start our journey to become a global biotechnology
business,” CEO Tony Dowd says. “We are extremely
grateful for this initial funding, which has enabled us to
attract almost $3.5 million in private funding towards our
growth. We are also grateful for the continual support we
receive from NZTE, which, for example, assisted our travel
to the Nutrition Capital Network’s Spring 2013 Investor
Meeting in New York last April, enabling us to get in front
of key people in the US.”

At the official opening of the facility in Nelson, Science
and Innovation Minister Steven Joyce said the company
was a success story for the region. “The biotechnology
industry in the Nelson region employs about 250 people
and the region is set to develop into an aquaculture and
biotechnology hub,” he said. “This is exactly the sort of
thing we want to see.”
Astaxanthin is a New Zealand natural antioxidant, which
Supreme Biotechnologies extracts from algae grown
in a proprietary indoor process. The final product,
AstaSupreme™ Astaxanthin, is exported to markets in the
UK, Europe, America and South East Asia.
“We have been producing AstaSupreme™ Astaxanthin
commercially now for more than two years,” Dowd says.
“We are out of our initial R&D and pilot phases and are
now a sustainable commercial business focusing on valueadd R&D and global distribution. Together, government
and private support and investment help secure
our future.”
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Keeping it Lean
four quick questions to Richard Schonberger
Accelerate recently had the opportunity
to ask international Lean expert and
esteemed author Richard Schonberger
about the business of Lean.
1. You have been studying Lean for 30 years.
What are some of the key things you have learnt?
I learn more all the time, and will mention one recent
lesson – Lean’s advantage in services. I’ve long held that
Lean belongs in services. My original opinion was that Lean
in services was less essential and therefore less likely to
gain traction than in manufacturing.
Now I believe the opposite. Here’s why: what Lean mainly
delivers is an ever quicker, more flexible, higher quality and
higher-value customer-centered response. In that regard,
services have the motivational advantage of being close to
customers – in human services, eye to eye!
In contrast, in manufacturing the final user is far down
the chain of customers: out of sight, out of mind, as they
say. Thus, Lean-driven process improvement in services is
likely to be far more meaningful to everyone, from frontline
servers to senior executives, than in manufacturing, where
Lean often starts off, then fades.

2. What are the biggest challenges for implementing
and sustaining Lean principles in business?
My answer relates to what I’ve just said about Lean’s
tendency to fade. Lean has been sold, even defined,
inappropriately, as reduction or elimination of the ‘seven
deadly wastes’. Waste elimination is a good way to teach
and engage the troops, but a poor way to gain and retain
executive-level and board-level interest and support.
Lean was once thought of, and promoted as, time-based
competition. It needs that again today, to turn Lean into a
strategic/competitive necessity, rather than a pedestrian
programme, easily delegated to the operations people.
3. Is there a time frame for success? How long does
it take for businesses to see the benefits of Lean?
High success with Lean can be, and sometimes is, achieved
in less than a year. That is most likely when one or a few
highly Lean-experienced people are hired with the deliberate
intent of achieving Lean. Some companies (e.g. larger ones)
feel they can afford this, but many others do not.
More often, Lean proceeds more slowly, taking a year
or two to show gratifying results (e.g. large reductions
in customer response times). The Lean pathway often
includes pilot projects to demonstrate and ‘prove’ the
Lean practices.

Pilot projects and trial-and-error, while slowing the
course of implementation, do have the advantage
of gaining a deeper level of commitment from
everybody involved.
4. New Zealand has many entrepreneurial small to
medium-sized businesses. What specific advice would
you give to these business owners to improve their
competitiveness?
SMEs (small and medium enterprises) have advantages.
Their sight lines to real customers are short, and stifling
bureaucratic tendencies that plague large companies
are absent. On the other hand, SMEs tend to spend
little on training. Since training in Lean is the main driver
of success in the endeavour, SMEs tend to be ‘Lean
laggards’.
In the US, SMEs have benefited from a governmentsupported network of Manufacturing Extension
Partnerships, all offering subsidised training plus advisory
services in Lean and total-quality management. Singapore
(which may be the nation most advanced and successful
in Lean), quality and related improvement methodologies
became that way through many years of large-scale
government-sponsored training.
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Lean initiatives slice
project time by two-thirds
A project that would have taken Lower
Hutt packaging company Flight Plastics
three years to complete has been
accomplished in just one year, thanks
to the implementation of Better by
Lean initiatives.
With the help of Callaghan Innovation’s R&D funding and the
Better by Lean scheme, Flight Plastics, which manufactures
a range of plastic containers to meet food and horticultural
packaging needs, has successfully found more efficient
ways to increase its productivity.
Flight Plastics General Manager Keith Smith says that the
company wanted to pursue new productivity initiatives but
didn’t have sufficient engineering resources to undertake the
project in a timely manner.

He says the R&D funding allowed them to use outside
expertise and widen the scope of the project to gain a more
significant benefit.
Callaghan Innovation provided guidance in structuring the
project and helped with goal setting through Better by
Lean manufacturing implementation, which is an initiative
that helps businesses to improve performance, eliminate
inefficient processes and activities, and increase customer
satisfaction.
Smith says the benefits of the Better by Lean initiatives
were immediately evident in the area of staff looking for
opportunities to reduce waste and improve workflows. “We’re
also seeing benefits in improved workplace organisation and
process improvement.”
“Without this, we would have been forced to undertake the
work over a much longer period. With the R&D funding,
we carried out the project in one year. Without the funding,
we estimate it would have taken at least three years
to complete.”

Design Engineer, Michael Thrupp

Smith says the benefits
of the Better by
Lean initiatives were
immediately evident
in the area of staff
looking for opportunities
to reduce waste and
improve workflows.
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Giving larger
craft their Sealegs
The recent launch of Sealegs International’s next-generation SLG-100
product means that significantly larger craft than before can now be
fitted with the company’s patented amphibious technology.
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The SLG-100 is targeted at craft in the range of 8 to 11
metres, and a gross laden weight of 6,000 kgs. Sealegs’
current amphibious technologies cater for craft up to 2,500
kgs gross laden weight.
“This will take Sealegs strongly into the commercial,
industrial, public service, enforcement and military markets
that provide the potential for substantial global growth,”
Sealegs Chief Technology Officer, Maurice Bryham says.

“There was an element of prototyping with Callaghan
Innovation, but the development project went substantially
past proving the concept and had resulted in a nearproduction solution from which commercialisation could
commence in a structured and strategic manner,” he says.
Callaghan Innovation Investment Manager, Michael
Fielding, says that not only were there surprisingly tough
engineering challenges to overcome in the project, but the
grant also allowed the company to use outside expertise
in areas such as control systems, where they needed to
develop their product and upskill their team.

“While Sealegs builds amphibious craft, the unique and
high-value elements are the amphibious technologies,
rather than the boats themselves, and our goal is to develop
“While many Kiwi companies take a go-it-alone approach,
a wider portfolio of patented amphibious technologies.”
Sealegs believed it would be quicker, better and cheaper to
Bryham says there were a number of technical elements
engage with specialists in a range of pertinent technologies;
in the project that led to the need for R&D assistance,
we encourage other businesses to look at those sorts of
from working with experts to establish engineering and
options as well.”
design limitations, to assessing the complexities of making
Sealegs is the world’s leading manufacturer of patented
an entire amphibious system function with hydraulic,
amphibious craft. With 10 years’ experience and
mechanical and electronic subsystems.
development, there are now over 800 craft in more than
A $247,000 R&D grant from Callaghan Innovation enabled
Sealegs to evaluate a wide range of materials, engineering
and process options on an accelerated timeframe.

35 countries around the world.
To find out more about Sealegs International, visit:
www.sealegs.com.

How does the
Sealegs system
work?
The Sealegs system consists of
motorised, retractable and steerable
wheels that are fitted to specially
designed boats. The boat can be driven
from a storage location, down a boat
ramp or beach and into the water – all
with the occupants staying in the boat
and remaining completely dry.
Once the boat is in the water, the
Sealegs wheels are retracted and the
boat is then driven and used as normal.
As land approaches, the wheels are
lowered while the boat is still moving.
Once the wheels touch the bottom, the
boat can be driven onto land and the
occupants can disembark, safe and dry.
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Kiwi company’s
R&D revolutionises
skydiving industry
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After around 1000 hours of aerodynamic
computation and about 1900 test jumps,
Auckland-based parachute company NZ
Aerosports has come up with new aerofoil
and canopy designs that will generate
radically more lift and manoeuvrability for
competitive high-performance parachutists.

“This new process is still unmatched in the industry and
has reduced the time from idea to test jump from several
weeks to just a few days,” he says.

“Our R&D project became one of the most important
programmes conducted within the skydiving industry,”
says NZ Aerosports General Manager Attila Csizmadia.

The success of the Callaghan Innovation-funded R&D
project has resulted in several new canopy piloting distance
world and national records in the USA, France, Italy,
Australia, Hungary and Columbia.

Csizmadia says that, along with the new parachute design,
the project enabled them to develop tools that have
revolutionised the industry standard in terms of simulation
and fast prototyping.

On the back of this project, NZ Aerosports’ innovative
designs turned to canopy piloting and canopy relative
work (manoeuvring two or more open parachutes in close
proximity).
“These are the two skydiving disciplines directly related
to parachute performance,” Csizmadia says. “While they
are not the biggest markets, they are the showcase of
the industry.”

“Our innovative products allowed our sponsored athletes
to represent our brand successfully in many national and
international competitions.”

NZ Aerosports also stood out in the Canopy Relative Work
competition, with the Australian team Ookoonono breaking
the Australian record and reaching the world podium.
These achievements gave the company a new visibility on
the international scene.
With 95% of NZ Aerosport’s products being exported
overseas, the company is already well-known in the USA,
Australia, and some countries in Europe.
“We are trying to expand even more in those countries
through our marketing, and building a wider dealer
network,” Csizmadia says.
“We’re also working on expanding our market in South
America, South Africa, and other European countries –
the UK, Germany, Sweden, and Norway.”
The company, which is the manufacturer of the secondlargest parachute brand in the skydiving industry, is now
noticing an increase in sales of its high performance products,
followed by those in its intermediate and beginner ranges.
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Kiwi innovation
gains momentum

Dr Andy Shenk, CEO of UniServices, gives his acceptance speech for
the Best Commercialisation of Intellectual Property in International
Business award at the New Zealand International Business Awards 2013.

There’s a real sense of momentum behind
innovation in New Zealand, according to
UniServices Chief Executive Dr Andy Shenk.

“We need to add commercial perspectives to knowledge,
so academics have a greater understanding of the wider
world,” says Shenk.

Equally, we need to develop a more sophisticated view

“There’s also the need for commercial people to have more
insight into science and engineering.”

work, that’s great. If we learn something collectively, we’re

The ex-pat American has been an academic, venture
capitalist and commercial scientist in former lives and, as
head of The University of Auckland’s $130 million per year
‘innovation broker’ business, is well-placed to comment on
the Kiwi scene.

Comprehensive expertise, together with knowledge that
crosses boundaries, adds a great deal of value to innovating
companies at all levels, from the entrepreneur, scientist,
and inventor to the investor, he says.

reasons. It demonstrates a person you can back.”

“You’re seeing and hearing about successes every day –
companies doing well, individuals doing great things,”
says Shenk.
“That building of momentum changes attitudes and
encourages new entrants among many who haven’t
necessarily thought of themselves as innovators before.
They understand what innovation’s about and what they
can do. This multiplying effect is an example to others.”
One wish he has is that more effort is put into science and
tech-type people becoming more business savvy, and the
other way round.

“Waving a magic wand, the other thing we need is more
capital – of the right kind,” Shenk says. “There is money
available in New Zealand, but we also want it to come with
advice, connections, new ideas. It is that added value,
additional to the dollars, that’s really important.”

of failure, he says. “If you fail for the right reasons, there
should be no stigma. If you’ve found out what doesn’t
all better for them having tried, and failed, for the right
New Zealand also has plenty of ways it can improve as a
nation – particularly around the sophistication and market
readiness of a so-called innovation and being aware of
international competition from day one.
Shenk is sometimes surprised that entrepreneurs are
unaware of, or haven’t scoped, the competition for their
product or service.

More openness to the commercialisation of IP will also add
to a Kiwi culture of inventiveness, he says.

“Too often I hear and see innovators saying what can be

“A lot of Kiwis say we’re inventive, and are proud of
it,” Shenk says. “But when someone’s spectacularly
successful, culturally at the moment we’re a bit ambivalent.
We cut them down instead of going wow, how great it is
that they were so inventive.”

he says.

achieved, without any explanation of whether it should be,”
“It’s far better to explain what the real need is for a
particular innovation – in other words, tell me why I should
believe in the commercial future of this idea.”
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winning
ways
New Zealand International
Business Awards 2013

Callaghan Innovation CEO Dr Mary Quin
presents the International Success through the
Application of Innovation award to Bill Buckley,
CEO of Buckley Systems.
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Buckley Systems trumped the competition in the Callaghan
Innovation-sponsored category of the New Zealand International
Business Awards on 26 September in Auckland, walking away
with the International Success through the Application of
Innovation award.
Research and development (R&D) intensive companies earned the lion’s share of prizes at
this year’s awards.
“The results of this year’s awards show a clear link between investing in technological
innovation and retaining or developing the kind of competitive edge that leads to
international business success,” Dr Mary Quin, CEO of Callaghan Innovation, said.
Watch an interview with Bill Buckley, CEO of Buckley Systems at the awards.
Judges awarded the 2013 NZIBA Supreme Award to innovative agritech company TruTest, a leading manufacturer of high-tech equipment for the agricultural and security
sectors, with a global network spanning more than 100 countries. Tru-Test also won the
‘Best Business Operating Internationally – Over $50 million’ category. Tru-Test is an R&Dintensive business that has received more than $4 million in government R&D co-funding,
administered by Callaghan Innovation.
See a list of all the winners, plus interviews.
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New Zealand
Innovation Awards 2013
Pacific Edge walked away with the Supreme New Zealand Innovator award for their
Cxbladder product at the New Zealand Innovation Awards, which were held on 17 October.

Dr Jacqueline Applegate, Chairman Bayer ANZ,
handed over the Supreme NZ Innovator for 2013
prize to Dr David Darling, CEO, Pacific Edge Ltd.

Cxbladder is a novel gene test for the detection and management of bladder cancer. Patient
compliance is significantly enhanced with the easy-to-use, in-home or in-clinic urine sample
system. This detection system reduces the need to go to a laboratory collection centre or
waiting to see a specialist at a time when the cancer can be progressing. Innovation Awards
judges said that this innovation was “a global game changer in the industry”.
See a list of all the winners in all categories.
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Congratulations to Callaghan Innovation’s Dr Richard Furneaux, who
won the Science and Technology category at the Wellingtonian of the
Year Awards 2013.

Dr Richard
Furneaux scoops
the Welly for
Science and
Technology

He leads the Carbohydrate Chemistry group and is one of New
Zealand’s leading scientists. His team’s work, which includes creating
drugs for treating cancer and inflammatory illnesses, is highly
regarded internationally.
“Being born and raised in Wellington, I’m pleased to receive this
award, which is a tribute to the work of the whole Carbohydrate
Chemistry group. The research we do has real benefits for this
country and the world,” Richard says.
Mary Quin says it is marvellous to see the importance of science and
innovation recognised at such a high profile event. “I was delighted
to be at the Awards dinner and personally see Richard’s contribution
to the international science community acknowledged by the
Wellington community.”
Richard’s team is currently working on several new product
developments in cancer vaccines, anti-cancer drugs and anti-infective
agents, in collaboration with the Malaghan Institute and the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine (New York).
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With these pivotal roles in place, we’ll be on the way to the next stage of
our evolution. It is an exciting time for us, and we invite you to be part of it.
Together, let’s build the engine room of Callaghan Innovation and ramp up
our efforts to put New Zealand innovators – and New Zealand as a nation
– on the global stage.
For further information and to apply go to www.callaghaninnovation.govt.nz
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MAKE MORE CONNECTIONS
We’re looking for the right people to build our capability and accelerate
New Zealand’s business innovation. Please share these opportunities
with your networks.

